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 Interim Secretary – John Mark Adams – Quorum Status
 Approved
 Interim Deputy Chairman – James O’Neill – Yes, there
is a quorum, please start the recording.
 Interim Deputy Chairman – James O’Neill – A Quorum is
formed. Welcome to an official meeting of The Great
Council of the ANTU, a sub-union of the American
National Union of The United States of America.
During announced discussion time on each point of
order and after the meeting has ended and recording is
turned off, we will take questions, so write them down
or put in chat if you desire. You can raise your hand in
the chat room and you will be recognized. When
finished lower your hand. The hand is at the bottom of
whose present in the room if you are new.

 Interim Deputy Chairman – James O’Neill – Now for Roll
Call: Please state your first and last name clearly. If
you think you were not heard, repeat your name for the
recording. Also give the State you are from.
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 Those present at meeting are as follows.


Sean Beller – ANTU Interim Chairman and member
through NANP site – from State of Georgia



James O’Neill – ANTU Interim Deputy Chairman and
member through the NANP site - from State of
Indiana



John Mark Adams – ANTU Interim Secretary and
member through NANP site – from State of South
Carolina



Mark Fain – Interim ANTU Treasurer – from State of
Georgia



Neal Cornett – member through NANP site – from
State of Alabama



Beth Cornett – attending on line meetings – from
State of Alabama



Danny Baron – attending on line meetings - State of
Alabama

 Interim Secretary – Opening comments from Interim
Officers. Chairman, Deputy Chairman, Secretary, and
Treasurer.

Interim Chairman – Sean Beller:
o Sean brought up this issue of ‘servitude’ by
trucking union persons. It has become a
requirement. The driver/operator is not being
compensated as they should. He gave examples
of certain criteria to accomplish at certain
locations when delivering or pick up a load to
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carry. Sean was not paid for that servitude. Sean
signed his name to documents as trustee. The
people on the other end, shipper, was asking for
initials and did not want a signature or trustee
signed on it. Sean has been refused to put LL and
C which takes the driver / operator out of the
equation of loading the truck. They many times
want the driver / operator to load the truck. Sean
does not want to get out of trucking. The intent is
to make things better, not to deal with useless
things that no pay is given.
o Sean makes a motion: SERVITUDE


“No person or people, no driver or operator
shall be subjected to ‘servitude’ without ‘just
compensation’ as a condition of employment
or law. ‘Just Compensation’ is hereby defined
as acceptable payment by all parties involved
regardless of jurisdiction within the metes
and bounds, and seaward boundaries of The
United States of America, and the ANTU
hereby adopts the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, The Law of Nations, and the
Law of Armed Conflict, and
All people, drivers or operators bringing forth
a bill of lading from a shipper or receiver with
time documented subjecting servitude or
detainment of people, operator or driver is
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sufficient in proving servitude. If detainment
is beyond one and half hours it is servitude,
and
All people, drivers or operators that bring
forth a bill of lading from a shipper or receiver
with time documented subjecting servitude or
detainment of people, operator or driver is
sufficient in proving servitude, and
If a bill of lading is not available, an affidavit
shall be submitted to the ANTU interim
secretary or secretary at that time for
verification to the Continental Public Bank as
evidence of subjection to servitude for just
compensation in any jurisdiction.
 Penalty of breaking this is as follows.
 Those in the union who do not comply
shall be exiled.
 Those not in the union who not comply
would be committing a ‘Human Rights
violation’ of slavery under UHRD.
 Detention is included in this as being
detained. One hour and a half will be
given before detention becomes an
issue.
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 Discussion was held on the enforcement.
Deregulation of Trucking was discussed as
well. 3.2 million less trucks would be needed
if one deregulation took place. Rates would
increase and ‘servitude’ would increase.
Sean feels the US is attempting to revalue
work compensation again.
 Discussion was held that documentation
should be done to hold them liable under
Human Rights violation and send a bill to
them for the violation. If they do not pay,
then the person violated could turn it in for
labor back dollars.
 Discussion was held that our by-laws can be
amended to reflect this and part of the
enforcement will be the members following
through on Human Rights Violations and Civil
Rights Violations to process.
 Admin. Insert after the meeting: John Mark
Adams found the process to file a Human
Rights Violation. It has been noted below.
 The how to hold accountable is as follows:
 What happens when a Human Rights
Violation is filed with the Human Rights
Tribunal?
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 Write out an affidavit and submit on the
Human Rights Violation site at
http://humanrightsdefenders.international/report-a-human-rightsviolation/ ;

and

 Show valid documentation of paper work
for proof, have ready for screen share, or
e-mail to whomever you are told to send
it to including the interim secretary or
secretary of the ANTU; and
 After a case is filed with the
Tribunal, the Clerk issues a case
number; and
 Then Claimant will go to the following
link to fill in necessary data to make the
claim internationally published in The
American Herald. See link.
http://americanherald.org/?page_id=1976
 The Claimant makes sure all
respondents are served either through
the mail or notary presenter; and
 The respondents are served three (3)
times within 30 days; and
 If there is no response from the
respondents, a motion is
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heard declaring the existence of human
rights violations; and
 The declaration goes to the treasury for
a Declaration of Value; and
 Last, the Declaration of Value goes to
Governor for signing a Writ of Execution.
o Amendment of by-laws from the motion is on the
floor.
o The motion from Sean Beller was passed and
carried.
 Discussion was held on how members
represent ANTU and all Human Rights before
their peers.
o Sean Beller made a second motion to add the
words regardless of jurisdiction, metes and
bounds wording to the previous motion. The
motion passes and carries. This is reflected
above in the first motion.
o Sean Beller makes a third motion. The ANTU
hereby adopts the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, The Law of Nations, and the Law of Armed
Conflict. The motion passes and carries. This is
reflected above in first motion.
o Sean Beller makes a fourth motion. All people,
drivers or operators that bring forth a bill of lading
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from a shipper or receiver with time documented
subjecting servitude or detainment of people,
operator or driver is sufficient in proving
servitude. If it is beyond one and half hours it is
servitude. This is reflected above in writing for
the process in reporting the violation.
o Sean Beller adds a fifth motion to combine with
motions 1 through 4. If a bill of lading if available,
an affidavit shall be submitted to the ANTU for
verification to the Continental Public Bank as
evidence of subjection to servitude for just
compensation in any jurisdiction. This is reflected
above in first motion. Sean wants the motions to
come before the National Assembly and the ANU
for passing as well.


Sean Beller makes a 6th motion. The motion is
that “All operators and drivers that work solely in
The United States of America, and the ANTU shall
print out a copy of this document at this link
http://nationalgreatregistry.generalpostoffice.international/images
/c/ca/20170807-SOSLetter_Assuming_Authority_Post_Office_Post_Road.pdf ;

and carry it in the commercial motor vehicle
during operations at all times.
 Sean Beller makes a 7th motion to ask Neal
Cornett to be the liaison delegate for all other
unions to bring forth their voting outside of ANTU
business hours to the interim ANTU office holders
during office hours. Neal accepted verbally if
there is no conflict with his current National State
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government office. Neal would like a paper with
what this position does, etc.
 John Adams asked to study the By-Laws so he can
explain how voting works overall, and specifically.
He hopes to bring that back next week.
o Sean Beller asked that a document be
created to be updated continually for all
Approved Motions, Approved Amendments of
by-laws, and Approved Resolutions by
Category. John Adams will work on this and
report back.
 Sean Beller makes an 8th motion. That the “Hold
Harmless” document created and shown to the
assembly during this meeting be brought to the
National Assembly and ANTU for their blessing or
correction.
 Much discussion was held on the words legal and
lawful.
 Admin. Insert: On Monday the 29th of April, Genoa
Holdings, PMA talked about these two words
having a problem during the National Assembly.
Thus the ANTU is still waiting on final approval of
this “Hold Harmless” document.
 All 8 motions made by Sean Beller passed and
carried.

Interim Deputy Chairman – James O’Neill:
 James O’Neill reports that he set up a new e-mail
account for the ANTU. It is now
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antu@generalpostoffice.org It was set up for
outreach and the Linked-In account. James sent out
the official letter to OIDA – President Todd Spencer.
 James put in a request to Linked-In with their Help
Desk to set up an ANTU account correctly.
 James suggested that a Supply Union be set up
through the ANU. He also suggested we find a mfr.
of firearms for protection of ourselves, all those who
have come into the union, and protection of the
union. James made a motion that all interim officers
help contact firearms mft. to come on the ANU call
to discuss and help implement. Discussion was
held. The motion was seconded. The motion passed
and carried. [After the meeting insert] Since this
meeting, James introduced this idea to the ANU and
it was decided by the Legal Dept. that each person
is on his own right now in this area.

Interim Secretary – John Mark Adams:
 John Mark Adams brought fourth two weeks of minutes
to share screen with.
o Those minutes were presented and approved for
permission to use the Chairman and Deputy
Chairman’s signatures at the proper place at the
end of the minutes from this point forward.
o Next meeting we will have two weeks of minutes
to report and that should catch us up.
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o No new members joined since last week
o It was asked that the ANTU review the minutes of
4/20/2019 and 4/27/2019 next week as that would
catch us up to date.
o Johnny Rowe has been contacted on ANTU
certificates of memberships, ID, and business
cards. Admin. Insert: John Mark Adams heard
from Johnny Rowe on 5/2/2019 as a follow-up.
Greg Simmons has to vet and approve the list to
release to Johnny to process.
o John Mark Adams ends his report and yield back
to Deputy Chairman – James O’Neill.

Interim Treasurer – Mark Fain
 The software is almost finished as are the CBD oils.
 That ended Mark’s report.

Interim Deputy Chairman – James O’Neill – “Is there any
new business?
 James O’Neill mentions that the assembly’s tells the
officers what needs to be and are grateful for all of
them.
Interim Deputy Chairman – James O’Neill -

Motions to

adjourn
Motion seconded by Sean Beller and John Adams
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Interim Deputy Chairman – James O’Neill - Motion passed
and carried.

Interim Deputy Chairman – James O’Neill adjourns meeting
– “The next ANTU meeting will be at a future date and time
certain. This type of information is published at the
American Herald site. If anyone has any questions during
the week you can contact Interim Secretary – John Adams
at johnmarkadams@generalpostoffice.org. This session is
adjourned and the committee is now open and will remain
open until the next meeting on 5/04/2019 convenes. At the
beginning of the next official meeting the committee will be
officially adjourned, and the main session will re-convene.
Permission to use Sean Beller and James O’Neill signatures
was consented to for approval of minutes from

Interim Deputy Chairman – James O’Neill - Please stop the
recording.
Official meeting stopped at 11:35 pm EST or 10:35 pm
Central – UTC-6
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The American National Trucking Union is hereby adjourned to
reconvene at a future date and time certain. This document of
meeting minutes was authenticated @ 9:59 pm EST or 8:59 pm
central, or UTC-6 on, 5/2/2019.
John Mark Adams

Sean Beller

Interim Secretary – John Mark Adams

Interim Chairman- Sean Beller

Interim Deputy Chairman – James Kenneth O’Neill
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CERTIFIED COPY OF RECORDED DOCUMENT
This is a true and exact reproduction of the document officially
recorded and placed on file in the office of the secretary for the
American National Trucking Union of The United States of America.
Date Issued: 44th day of the year of our Creator 6021, translated

May 2nd, 2019.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I, John Mark Adams, certify under penalty of bearing false witness under the
laws of the Government of The United States of America, that the foregoing
paragraph is true and correct according to the best of my current information,
knowledge, and belief.
The office of the secretary accepts and acknowledges the document:
American National Trucking Union Minutes – Official-Record and is recorded on:
May 2nd, 2019 10:01 pm EST
Or 9:01 pm Central - UTC-6

ANTUMIN-20190427 – 044f-430e-9942-208681a907ae

Document Date Time

Record File Number

File Name: ANTU-MIN20190427 - Official Record

CERTIFIED COPY OF RECORDED DOCUMENT
This is a true and exact reproduction of the document officially recorded and
placed on file in the office of the secretary for the American National Trucking
Union of The United States of America.
Date Issued: 44th day in the year of Yahweh, 6021 Translated Date: May 2nd, 2019

This copy is not valid unless displaying the Record File Number, Seal, and
signature of the secretary for the American National Trucking Union of The
United States of America.
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